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Abstract—Key management is a vital component in any modern security protocol. Due to scalability and practical implementation considerations automatic key management seems a natural choice in security protocol. Due to scalability and practical implementation between the two versions. We have used US National Institute of Technology NIIST VPN simulator to get some comparisons of important performance metrics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IPSec is a suite of protocol designed by IETF [11] to provide security for IPv4 and IPv6. The security services include confidentiality, data authentication and data integrity. IPSec has become standard by default of the most of the IP VPN technology in the world. IPSec has three sub protocols: Authentication Header (AH), Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) and Internet Key Exchange Protocol (IKE). AH assures integrity protection, ESP provide encryption services and optional integrity protection while IKE allows communicating entities to derive session keys for secure communication via a series of messages exchange.

IKE exists in two versions IKEv1 [2] and IKEv2 [4]. Although IKEv1 is flexible and contains diverse option its complexity remains a major problem for a wide spread implementation that is why constant evolution of the first version was inevitable. IKEv2 tries to make understanding easier than IKEv1 thanks to the number of exchange messages and the renewed choices of the encryption and authentication algorithms.

Effects of modification have been proven from a theoretical and mathematical point of view. But what about the quantitative gains that we get from there ameliorations? Despite the utmost importance of a quantitative comparison of IKEv1 and IKEv2, it is surprising that we find almost nothing in literature on this subject. This reason has pushed us to perform performance analyses of some parameter of IKEv1 and IKEv2.

Rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the selected work followed by a short description of IKEv1 and IKEv2 in section 3. Section 4 describes the main differences of both versions. Reasons that have lead us to perform this work are given in Section 5, followed by a presentation of the NIIST [3] simulator and a description of the simulation scenario. In section 8 we show the performance metrics and the reasons of their choice. Finally in section 9 we give results of our test and the analyses related to this work followed by the conclusion and references.

II. RELATED WORK

R.Canetti and H.Krawczyk [10] have performed first IKE analysis based on pure mathematics. Their analyses have not pointed out the inherited implementation complexity found by many prominent researchers latter [13]. A non-mathematical analysis of IKE was done by Zhou [6] who suggests changes in the protocol. He also suggests an addition of payloads in the main phase exchanges. However, this can lead to higher complexity into a protocol that is already considered complex [1].

Meadow [7] has used Navy Research Labs (NRL) protocol analyzer that is an expert system to analyze security protocols written in Prolog. IKE has been analyzed for secrecy, authentication and perfect forward secrecy. The authors have detected some minor ambiguities in IKE specifications that could have been source of attacks. Viewing the resources and efforts spent, the conclusions drawn from the analyses are trivial and had little effect on IKE evolution towards IKEv2.

K.Okhee and D.Montgomery [9] examined the behavior of IKE in a large scale VPN through various tests performed by the network simulator NIIST. Although their design objective includes large scale VPNs, but we have found several routing problems for a VPN simulation of considerable size (>50 SGs with 30 hosts each).

III. IKE

IKE (v1 & v2) is a set of protocols and mechanisms designed to perform two functions, creation of a protected environment (which includes peers authentication that are unknown to each other in advance) and to establish and manage Security Associations (SA) between the authenticated peers. IKE is heart of the IPSec because it not only controls the services to be offered to secure the traffic but also manages the whole range of different transform options available at different levels and at different granularity. IKE architecture is based on three other protocols, which are ISAKMP [RFC2408], OAKLEY [RFC 2412] and SKEME. It operates in two phases namely phase1 and phase2. Principal bricks of IKE are given below.

A. Security Association (SA)

Creation and management of a security association are the most fundamental concepts of the working of IKE and even IPSec. IKE can be considered as creator and manager of the SAs, while IPSec user of SAs. So big question arises, what a
SA is? A SA is simply a contract between two entities to provide a minimum set of services. It can be bi-directional (as in phase1) or unidirectional (as in phase2). In case of unidirectional SA, which is often the case, we shall need two phase2 SAs to complete one communication. With the view point of a programmer a SA can be considered as a data structure containing the information on Security Policy Index (SPI), its state (alive or expired), authentication algorithm, sequence number and SA life time. Considering globally, an SA is a set of proposals. A proposal can be thought as a set of protocols and a protocol is, in turn, is a set of transforms. A transform is a set of algorithms.

B. Phase1-Main Mode
Here we have four messages (IKEv1 has 8 messages) exchanges between the initiator and the receiver. The purpose of this mode is to generate the shared secret from which other keys will be computed and authenticate the communicating peers.

C. Phase2-Quick Mode
The purpose of this phase to create an IPSec security association and to generate new keys. In IKEv2, this SA is denoted as Child-SA which is created as a result of Create-Child-SA request. This request may be launched by any of the party once phase one is completed. All messages in this phase are made secure due to the algorithms and keys negotiated in the first phase.

IV. Important Differences of IKEv1 with IKEv2
All the changes which have been proposed and are being done in IKEv1 have, overall contributed very positively with respect to simplicity, flexibility, and security. Here are few distinguished points.

A. Flexibility and Simplicity
The first and most important difference between IKEv1 and IKEv2 is the lesser complexity and greater clarity for which IKE has always been blamed by many prominent researchers [1][13]. In IKEv2, number of phases and the number of messages to be exchanged during these phases has been significantly reduced.

B. Enhanced Security
The possibility of DoS type of attack was a major vulnerability of IKEv1 which has been removed by adding supplementary mechanisms. To make DoS attack harder, the responder may ask for a cookie to the initiator who has to assure the responder that this is a normal connection.

In fact large number of requests can be sent to a victim to waste its CPU and memory resources therefore a mechanism has been added in IKEv2 so that if a party suspects the incoming requests aren’t genuine, it may verify the existence of correct, real ip addresses from which the request are being generated.

C. Re-structuring & New additions
A source of continued confusion in IKEv1 was the inter-relationship of attributes, transforms and proposals. Thanks to re-structuring of these terms in a hierarchical fashion that it is much easier to understand the whole story. In IKEv1, SA life times of communicating parties were negotiated in the beginning and both had to abide by this agreement. In IKEv2, there has been greater flexibility and each party is capable of choosing an SA lifetime of its choice independent of the other’s.

V. Why Quantitative Analyses?
Although there have been already theoretical and mathematical analyses their impact on the evolution of IKEv1 are minor. Due to the massive deployment, it is very important that the second version is not only analyzed theoretically and mathematically but also it is compared quantitatively with the older one (IKEv1).

IKEv2 has a series of performance parameter, which have been either redefined or modified so it is important to demonstrate what is the net gain these modifications brought in. In this paper we have tried to present the relative impact of modifications with respect to IKEv1 on VPN’s performance metrics and present our results in form of graphs. We will observe the behavior of the two versions with respect to these metrics. In these quantitative analyses we will focus mainly on the quantity of SAs created and the average delay taken to create those SAs, along with impact on bandwidth.

VI. NIIST
NIIST (NISt IPsec and IKE Simulation Tool) is an integrated Internet security simulation framework developed by National Institute of Standard and Technology. NIIST is implemented in Java and integrated in the Scalable Simulation Framework (SSF) and SSF Network Model (SSFNet) to provide an integrated Internet security-modeling framework in large-scale network. The SSF is a discrete, event-driven, scalable modeling framework and SSFNet is a collection of Internet modeling tools for simulating Internet protocols and networks. SSF places particular emphasis in scalability and high-performance for simulating very large networks.

The goal of NIIST is to enable relative performance characterizations of the impact of the variables above end-to-end applications. NIIST provides instrumentation to conduct detailed analyses of IPsec/IKE performance and its effect on end-to-end protocols such as TCP. NIIST is not designed for evaluating the underlying security properties of these protocol suites, and as such, abstracts actual cryptographic techniques away to only model their impact on performance.

VII. Simulation Scenario
In this simulation we consider following VPNs in which a security gateway connects a given site to every other site over IPsec tunnels. We use a network configuration of N sites, each consisting of M hosts and a single security gateway (SG). The hosts and SG at each site are connected by a 100Mbps link, the SGs are interconnected by 1.5 Mbps WAN links. A TCP client server application is used among the hosts. The configuration presented in this experiment provides N/2 client sites and N/2 server site. Each client site contains 50 host and each server site contains 10 host. Each 10 clients are connected to a server (Hosts and SGs are given in Data
VIII. PERFORMANCE METRICS

NIIST is capable of producing performance measures at various protocol levels and observation points within a VPN. At the (SGs) we focus on the dynamics of IKEv1 and IKEv2 behavior. We are interested in the following performance metrics:

For each type of SA (Phase1/Phase2, initial/rekey), we examine SA establishment latency, which is a measure of time taken to establish the SA as seen by the initiator. IKE SA latency is measured as the time taken from sending the first IKE message and to receiving the last message. The metrics that have been chosen and that can affect the SA’s creation are:

--VPN’s dimension: the number of hosts that can communicate together through VPNs varies from one configuration to another. The number of SAs created, message and keys exchanged increase with VPN’s dimension and as a result of this the overload on the network increases too. Due to this, it is important to see which of the two protocols react better to the growth of the host’s number and the network overload.

--Bandwidth: effect of IKEv1 and IKEv2 on bandwidth consumption can be a major element for a quantitative analysis because the average of created SAs and the delay of creation of the SAs may be severely impacted by available bandwidth.

--Packet’s size: Like the bandwidth, the size of packets exchanged through the connexion between the different SGs can effect the output of IKE, so it is important to take a look on the effect of the packet’s size on the average and the delay of SA’s creation to conclude on the advantages that bring IKEv2 compared to IKEv1.

Number of other metrics can be chosen to do quantitative analyses but in this study we have taken what we think are the most important to begin with.
XI. Conclusion

In this article we have used NIST VPN simulator (NIIST) to compare some performance parameters of two versions of IETF IKE protocol that is an essential part of IPsec suite. Our finding are that there are clear net gains in term of reducing network traffic, delay rekeying delay in phase 2 of IKEv2 as compared to IKEv1. We also have found that the modification brought to IKEv2 provided less complexity, traffic overload and more flexibility for large scale VPNs. As a next step we intend to identify more performance metrics and make a thorough comparison in real world scenario. Also we plan to develop a freeware VPN monitor based on IETF VPN MIB for a complete and comprehensive IP VPN monitoring for research community.
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